PARENT'S GUIDE TO
STUDENT SUCCESS
FOR ENTERING

GRADE 4
HOW CAN I HELP MY CHILD?

ACADEMIC STANDARDS
The Academic Standards, or
essential skills, provided in this
guide address all of the important
content knowledge students
should know to be successful
entering into Grade 4. Essential
skills are provided for English
Language Arts, Mathematics,
Science, and Social Studies.

There are many things we can do to
support our children at home to
encourage learning over the summer.
Summer Learning experiences should
be engaging and meaningful for
students. Below are some helpful tips:
keep learning to 15-30 minute
sessions
incorporate hands-on learning when
possible
develop a learning partnership with
your child when planning out learning
sessions
have fun

READING & ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

The Georgia Standards of Excellence require that students gain, evaluate, and present
increasingly complex information, ideas and evidence through listening and speaking
as well as through media. The standards recognize that students must be able to use
formal English in their writing and speaking but that they must also be able to make
informed, skillful choices among the many ways to express themselves through
language. (gadoe.org)

ESSENTIAL SKILLS
Decode words with common Latin suffixes
Determine the central message, lesson, or moral in a story and explain
how it is supported (or shown) by key details
Describe character(s)’s traits, motivations, and feelings in a story
Determine the main idea of a text and explain how key details support
the main idea
Describe relationships between a series of events or scientific
concepts
Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix
is added to a known word
Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning
of an unknown word with the same root

SOCIAL STUDIES

Describe the impact of westward expansion on
American Indians
Identify the roles of key individuals in the Civil War

Identify rights in the Bill of Rights
Describe opportunity cost
Describe key individuals during the American Revolution

MATHEMATICS

The Georgia Mathematics standards are designed to help learners achieve a balance
among concepts, skills, and problem solving. They provide clear expectations for
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and student work. The standards stress rigorous
concept development and real-world applications while maintaining a
strong emphasis on computational and procedural skills. (gadoe.org)

ESSENTIAL SKILLS
Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word
problems
Fluently add/subtract within 1000 using strategies
Solve two-step word problems involving the four operations,
using a letter for the unknown
Partition shapes into parts with equal areas
Understand that fractions are composed of unit fractions
Explain equivalent fractions. Compare fractions
Understand concepts of area and relate
area to multiplication and to addition

Illustrate the multiple pathways water may take during the water
cycle
Explain the differences between stars and planets
Describe the path light travels from a light source to a mirror and
how it is reflected by the mirror
Explain how the gravitational force affects the motion of an object

SCIENCE
Use everyday objects to produce sound and predict the effects of
changing the strength or speed of vibrations on the sound produced
Describe and illustrate the flow of energy through a food web/food
chain beginning with sunlight and including producers, consumers,
and decomposers

SUGGESTED SUMMER READING

SUMMER READING INFORMATION
For students who are learning to read, the recommendation is to
practice reading with an adult for 20 minutes per day. Stronger readers
can either read independently, or to an adult for 20 minutes per day.

INFORMATIONAL TEXT SUGGESTIONS
ADVENTURES IN SOUND WITH MAX AXIOM SUPER
SCIENTIST
Overground Railroad
Benjamin Franklin (My Itty-Bitty Bio)
Enduring the Oregon Trail: A This or That Debate

ADDITIONAL SUMMER READING
How to Disappear Completely
Stuntboy, In the Meantime
For more books follow the link for digital resources.

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Directions for navigating are linked below.

https://www.fcssummerreading.org/

bit.ly/FCSireadyParents

i-Ready
recommendation
is 3 times a week
for 15 minutes per
day.
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